Dynamic AI version 6.1 What’s new
Multiple select and compare filters
It is now possible to set up SELECT and COMPARE filters to allow for multi-selection.
multi selection. Set the multiple options
option in
the Filter properties on the List Options tab.

New connectivity
Dynamic AI now supports the Oracle OLEDB driver and therefore CLOB’s are now also supported in Dynamic AI.
Previous versions of Dynamic AI required the use of old
older Excel formats when using Excel 2007 as data-source
for Dynamic AI. With version 6.1 the new Excel 2007 formats are also supported (XLSB, XLSM, XLSX).
XLSX)

Filtered floating dashboards
Dashboards can be created by simply creating a package of rreports
eports in Dynamic AI version 6. With version 6.1
the filters of the first selected report will additionally be presented on top of the floating dashboard, allowing
filters to have impact on all the reports in the package. Reports where the same filter (fie
(fieldname) has been
selected will recognize the set filter.
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Also included is native support for MS Access 2007.
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Floating package dashboards means that the reports will pack together to the most compressed presentation
depending on the current size of the browser window, combined with powerful drill-down
drill
from any of the
reports, giving end-users
users new and fast ways to present and analyze results.

It is now possible to drill-down
down in the Preview pane of Design, allowing the designer of the report to investigate
the underlying groupingss as well as the flow of the drill
drill-down during report design.
Be aware that conditions or selected filters are not having impact on the drill-down.
drill down. The drill-down
drill
are solely
included to preview the structure of the report.

Custom Graph template creation
In Dynamic AI Server and Enterprise editions it is now possible to create custom graph templates (requires
Internet Explorer because Active X component is being used).
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Preview Drill-down
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In order to create new templates, the user must
have Style maintenance rights as well as the
Active X presentation of Graphs must be set
(both on the user account in user maintenance).
When running a report with a graph, on mousemouse
over the graph, Edit and Save buttons will
appear.
It is now possible to change the existing graph
template and either save as new or overwrite an
already saved custom template.

Integrate / link information with filter parameters etc.

Easy use of Dynamic AI reports from exter
external applications
To ease the setup of reports in external applications Dynamic AI version 6.1 now includes a detailed description
of filters and parameters as well as the full URL to be used for integrating reports into external applications.
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From Administration it is possible to rename and
remove custom templates.
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Various Bug fixes and minor improvements
20080404 Fixed width on list caption to keep the toolbar steady
20080406 Bug on required filter
20080406 Added new field type to handle double byte characters (e.g. Russian)
20080408 Handling no connection specified
20080408 Removing a label from form generate error in 'List' tab
20080423 Include selected filter values on PDF /export PDF cut list and parameters are missing
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The integration information is part of Report Documentation found under the Tools menu in Server and
Enterprise editions of Dynamic AI:
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20080424 Added handling of illegal filename characters in mail attachments
20080428 IE6 enable/disable ad-hoc radio buttons
20080504 Styling on AVG,MIN, MAX etc. in list style sheets (.XR1E1 etc.)
20080508 DB2 small / big caps issue in captions
20080509 Added to allow design owners to save views and connections without being part of user group
20080412 Bug ' in data for select combo's - data pling i.e. table's
20080413 Flash yes/no (optional on user account whether or not Dynamic AI Flash contents is allowed)
20080413 Keep Own/Common setting in navigation during delete
20080416 Listedit - Bug safari double keystrokes

Specific to Personal / Desktop editions:
QuickWeb Service based installation
Version 6.1 of Dynamic AI Personal and Desktop Editions are now shipping with a version of Quickweb server
that runs as a service. This means that response times and launch of Dynamic AI are even speedier.
Quickweb Server is a low footprint web server that enables computers without Internet Information Services
(Windows XP Home, Windows Vista Home Basic, Windows Vista Home Premium and those cases where users
or administrators just do not want IIS). Previous versions of Dynamic AI Personal and Desktop have shipped
with an executable version of Quickweb.

iPhone/iPod access
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Personal and Desktop Dynamic AI installations now also allow iPhone/iPod access with a password set on the
user profile.
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